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Abstract

Satellite-induced auroral emissions are known since
decades, in particular those associated with the inter-
action of Io with the Jovian ionosphere. These emis-
sions range from low frequency radio to UV. Flyby
of Io allowed to better understand the power genera-
tion close to the satellite, and showed the existence of
electron beams accelerated at high latitude. We will
present a study of the power transfer between the local
interaction at Io and the electron accelerated close to
Jupiter. It shows that Alfvén acceleration can explain
the morphology and brightness of the Io-related auro-
raeand the observed accelerated electrons in Io’s wake.
The study is extended to the Europa, Ganymede and
Enceladus for which auroral emissions have been ob-
served, as well as to Callisto and to the principal inner
satellites of Saturn.

1. Introduction
The auroral emissions induced by the Io interaction
with the Jovian magnetosphere are observed since
decades. These emissions extend over a large spec-
trum, from low frequency radio to Infrared, visible
and UV. The total power emitted reaches more than
1010 Watts, for the main Io spot only and up to 1011

Watts for the whole Io footprint. On the other end,
the Io local interaction with the Jovian magnetic field
delivers about 1012 Watts. Thus few percents of the
power generated at Io have to be transferred to the
electrons above the sole main spot.

The most commonly accepted mechanism for
transferring the power from Io the the acceleration
region, located at high latitude, is the propagation
of an Alfvén wave packet. However, this wave
packet has to be partially reflected along its way.
Moreover, only a small part of the wave packet power
is transfered to the electron.

We present here the conditions under which the cor-
rect efficiency of the power transfer from Alfvén wave
to electrons are reached, and show that filamentation
of the Alfvén wing – that is, of the current system – is
necessary.

2. Known interactions
Io, Europa, Ganymede and Enceladus are known to
generate auroral emissions on top of their respective
parent planet ionosphere. The power needed to pro-
duce the observed emissions can be determined, and
the power generated at the satellite estimated. Hence,
we can estimate the actual efficiency of the power
transfer. We then compute theoretical power trans-
fer efficiency under different physically relevant as-
sumptions, and deduce that filamentation of the Alfvén
wave is needed.

3. Other satellites
We extend our study to other satellite which could po-
tentially generate observable auroral emissions. The
values we predict are discussed, some of them being
in support of claimed observations (e.g. Callisto foot-
print).

4. Modulation of the interactions
We also present a study of the modulation of the Io
footprint brightness with Io’s longitude, and discuss it
in regards of our model.
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